
ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT- 

In 2021, many of us are facing challenges from COVID-19 especially the construction sector which continues 
to face significant challenges not only in Australia but all over the Globe. Building owners hence are now 
seeking solutions through adaptive re-use and re-development of a building or warehouse to revise and 
asset their performance for long term.  Co-Nest : student living is a design proposal for adaptive reuse of a 
warehouse proposing new commercial and retail activities. The concept, similar to how a bird builds a nest 
by gathering twigs, utilizes prefabricated modular timber members to build pods that would accommodate 
students. It is also a co-working space which acts as a community center connecting the retail and residential 
activities. This project explores the idea of using timber as the main Design for Assembly and Disassembly 
(DfAD) material, after reviewing the existing timber prefabrication plans, understanding timber structure, 
designing disassembly sequence, summarizing the advantages of prefabricated buildings in the entire life 
cycle and the potential DfAD design innovation in the future. As architects and engineers, we have an 
important role to play towards a transition to a Circular Economy. Co-Nest adheres to the circular design 
principles. This is achieved by using modular approach and prefabricated construction technology. It also 
adapts to ARUP’s ReSOLVE framework. The proposal also investigates in analyzing thermal performance as 
well as energy efficiency of new residential modular pods. 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY- 

Co-Nest : student living is a design proposal for adaptive reuse of a warehouse proposing new commercial 
and retail activities. Similar to how a bird builds a nest by gathering twigs, the proposal utilises prefabri-
cated modular timber members to build pods that would accommodate students. It is also a co-working 
space which acts as a community centre connecting the retail and residential activities. This project ex-
plores the idea of using timber as the main Design for Assembly and Disassembly (DfAD) material, after 
reviewing the existing timber prefabrication plans, understanding timber structure, designing disassembly 
sequence, summarizing the advantages of prefabricated buildings in the entire life cycle and the potential 
DfAD design innovation in the future. As architects and engineers, we have an important role to play to-
wards a transition to a Circular Economy. Co-Nest adheres to the circular design principles. This is achieved 
by using modular approach and prefabricated construction technology. It also adapts to ARUP’s ReSOLVE 
framework. The proposal also investigates in analyzing thermal performance as well as energy efficiency 
of new residential modular pods.

The project site is located on a main road of an inner-city suburb, only 5km from the CBD. It is local brown-
field urban site with area of 1088 sq.m. It has good connectivity with nearby universities and upcoming 
ballet school in the area. Hence, the proposal for a student accommodation holds potential because of 
the upcoming urban infrastructure. The warehouse is a mixed tenancy, multi-level building with block 
walls and steel framed truss gable roof. It consists of six retail spaces facing the main road and two large 
warehouse spaces at the back of the warehouse. Besides, it also has a mezzanine floor on top of the com-
mercial shops which is used as office. There are three roadways surrounding the property that allow for 
the segregation of multiple entrances for different typologies leading into the central courtyard. Also, as 
the warehouse is double height, it provides opportunity for double story pods to meet the required net 
area for each bedroom and provide space for the central courtyard.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The concept for the proposal is that the new activities adapt to the existing warehouse without causing 
major changes. Hence, the commercial activities are strategically placed in the existing retail spaces facing 
the main road. The mezzanine floor above is turned into student living for the Built-to-rent residential clus-
ter; the warehouse is adapted for the residential 1 and 2-Bed pods and the basement holds the recycling 
hub. The central courtyard is the heart of the scheme and has important purpose during and after the 
construction of the project. The residential pods are made from prefabricated timber panels which can be 
assembled and disassembled on the site.

Modularity plays an important role in circularity and by including timber as a material for the project circu-
lar design principles can be achieved by putting an end to “End of Life concept” and keeping the modules 
in loop. Not only the material but also the modular pods can be reassembled and adapted into different 
projects maximizing its life. 
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Co-Nest : Student living is a design proposal 
for adaptive reuse of a warehouse proposing new 
commercial and retail activities. Just as a bird 
builds its nest by gatherings twigs the proposal uses 
timber to build pods which will house students. 
It is also a co-working space which acts as a 
community centre ad connects the retail and 
residential activities. This project explores the idea 
of using timber as the main Design for Assembly and 
Disassembly (DfAD) material, after reviewing the 
existing timber prefabrication plans, understanding 
timber structure, designing disassembly sequence, 
summarizing the advantages of prefabricated 
buildings in the entire life cycle and the potential 
DfAD design innovation in the future. Our group 
believes, with an emphasis on good design, the 
project will use construction as a point of reference, 
demonstrating a novel approach through design 
for assembly and disassembly principles.
As architects and engineers we have an important 
role to play towards a transition to a Circular 
Economy. Co-Nest adapts to the principles of 
circular design. This is achieved by using modular 
approach and prefabricated construction 
technology. Furthermore, it also adapts to ARUP’s 
ReSOLVE framework. The proposal also investigates 
in analysing thermal performance as well as energy 
efficiency of new residential modular pods. 



Arup’s ReSOLVE framework
CoNest’s Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DfMA) 
and Disassembly processes
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Specific energy for heating (monthly method) Passive House with PHPP Version 9.6a

1 Bed Unit Pod (Addiptive reuse of warehouse)  /  Climate: AU0014a-Brisbane / TFA: 39 m²  /  Heating: 10.2 kWh/(m²a) / Cooling: 32.6 kWh/(m²a) /  PER: 68 kWh/(m²a)

LossesGains
Non-useful heat gains 6.4
External wall - Ambient 10

Roof/Ceiling - Ambient 2.6
Floor slab / Basement ceiling 7.4

Windows 1.9
Exterior door 0.4
Thermal bridge heat losses 0.6
Ventilation 3.3

solar gains 10.44878095
internal heat gains 12.20623534
heating demand 10

Check sum 33 32.87274315
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Energy balance heating (monthly method)
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Cooling: energy value for useful cooling energy Passive House with PHPP Version 9.6a

1 Bed Unit Pod (Addiptive reuse of warehouse)  /  Climate: AU0014a-Brisbane / TFA: 39 m²  /  Heating: 10.2 kWh/(m²a) / Cooling: 32.6 kWh/(m²a) /  PER: 68 kWh/(m²a)

Table for graph
Heat losses Heat loads

External wall - Ambient 31.3

Roof/Ceiling - Ambient 8.1
Floor slab / Basement ceiling 155.4

Windows 5.8
Exterior door 1.4
Thermal bridge heat loss 2.9
Ventilation 121.0
Useful cooling demand 4.9

Non-useful heat losses ####
Solar heat load 25.3
Internal heat load 46.3

Check sum 330.6 ####
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Energy balance cooling (monthly method)
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The use of DesignPH is included in the early stages of the design proposal trying to achieve maximum passive 
house strategies. Five key principles - Thermal Insulation, Passive House Windows, Adequate ventilation 
strategies, Thermal Bridge reduction & Airtightness are of upmost importance to achieve the passive house 
standards. However, out of all the principles of PHs, especially in prefab, it should have minimum thermal 
bridging & superior airtightness. Thermal bridging is tackled with timber as the choice of material as it does not 
transfer heat along with higher R-value insulation. But to achieve a high level of airtight performance such that 
the air change rate under 50 Pa differential pressure does not exceed 0.6/h a staggered joint will be used to build 
the wall panels. This staggered joint is utilised as it is a difficult target to achieve airtightness in a prefabricated 
structure because of its numerous joint gaps, compared to the widely used flat joint. 

The idea of using prefabricated timber framing components is because the exciting form of 
the warehouse truss roof cannot be removed. Therefore, the prefabricated living pods by the 
factory cannot be lifted by a large crane and placed within the warehouse. The height of the 
warehouse is >6 m, which allowed us to use double stories dwellings to meet the required net 
area for each bedroom and provide space for the central courtyard. Prefabricated timber 
framing components allow easy onsite installation and do not require large construction 
machinery. The courtyard space can be used for assembly and disassembly of all modular 
components. First, the construction starts with steel stumps under the bearers. They are the 
place holder for each pod. Moreover, they can raise the pods from the ground to protect 
the timber from water damage. 

This design for disassembly timber structure walls is identical to that of the conventional 
timber stud walls in size and stud spacing. The difference is that the top and bottom plates 
are designed to have the castellated connection for floor plates. The floor joist, and bearer 
were prefabricated component as well with Sihga HobaFix™ HF 170 B type joints, this steel 
part provide strength on structure elements. The double-pitched roof design is used for 
water drainage and skylight installing. Electrical services, plumbing services and insulation 
for acoustic and thermal performance were installed within the stud framing. As a flexible 
material, timber gives every component in a living pod an assembly and disassembly 
experience, from the structure and building finishes.

Pod Assembly

DesignPH


